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Synopsis
A Concise History of Christian Thought offers a succinct, readable survey of key Christian thinkers and significant theological developments from the church’s inception to the present. In addition to surveying over one hundred important Christian thinkers from Justin Martyr to Joseph Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI), the book also covers major creeds, councils, and documents. Representative extracts allow the reader to hear from each of the key thinkers in his or her own words. After having sold more than 50,000 copies in its earlier editions, the current edition has been refined and updated throughout and includes new material on key contemporary thinkers. It will appeal to church leaders, interested laity, and students.
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Customer Reviews
I was required to read this book in a uni class that I took this year. I enjoyed it so much! Lane presents the History of Christian thought in an organized, methodical, and thoughtful manner. The text itself is easily understood, and engaging! Excellent resource for getting acquainted with the history of Christianity!

I have used this in teaching homeschool high school classes. Great for getting an overview of Christian thought. It does not just cover church history, which focuses on events, but gives the history of ideas and theology.

Great information on church history, but horrible printing. My copy looks similiar to when you set
your printer to "draft" quality rather than "best" as I would expect it to look. I am still able to read it, but it looks fuzzy at times.

I would have given this book an extra star if it was possible. Simply an incredible book which is easy to read and gives you a throughout and concise history of christian thought. This is one of the best books I have ever read. If you are planning on reading only one book in church history/christian thought then this book should be your definite choice. Also a great resource for any scholar, pastor or lay person to use as a dictionary.

One of my favorites texts from a recent graduate class. Concise but covers such a wide variety of great theologians from the past. Almost like an encyclopedia. Great reference book that I'll continue to use.

Great service and timely shipping! Great book! A must have for every believer in Christ Jesus!

This is a hard bond book in excellent condition at a fraction of the cost. If you are looking for an biblical encyclopedia - commentary, this is a great one for your library. It has three different sections. It is 3 books in one!

I used this book for my Bible 111 class and it was affordable, yet felt brand new.
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